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Chapter 331 Exchange 

"WAIT!!" The Sages were startled when they saw what is going on and cried out in fear for their kids 

 

"Tch.." The Level 40 Sage murmured in anger and then waved his hand at the rest of the Sages that 

hovered around the ships to stand back, and then descended to stand on the beach a few meters away 

from Robin… 

 

"This is better." When Robin saw this, he waved at Zara to stop the Giant White Flame Demon 

 

The Giant White Flame Demon indeed stopped all motion, but it could be seen that it hated it, the Giant 

White Flame Demon stood there next to the Flame Empire prisoners looking at them as if they were his 

worst enemies, ready to start killing at any moment... 

 

*Krrrrrrr..* 

 

*Step.. step.. step..* 

 

After the signal of the 40th level Sage, the fronts of the ships slowly began to open, revealing behind 

them large numbers of people, mostly young men and women, all in torn clothes and covered in old 

stains of dirt mixed with blood, and every one of them showing signs of severe torture. 

 

"argh.. it is so bright" 

 

"Where... are we..." 

 

"R- Red horned beasts!! did they bring all the way here to feed us to these things?!" 

 

"The day has finally come then, huh." 

 



The people inside the ships mixed feelings when they saw the sight in front of them, Demons standing in 

front of them and Dracos flying above them, even The Giant white Flame Demon that looked like it was 

about to devour the world... 

 

No one thought for a moment that this might be a good thing, some of them actually started to smile, 

rejoicing that their suffering will finally end. 

 

Robin took a big inhale when he saw these familiar faces and then spoke gently, "Calm down and move 

steadily towards me, you are safe now." 

 

"Is that...?" 

 

"He's His Excellency! That is His Excellency!!" 

 

"...Father?" 

 

A faint sound came from among the voices of the thousands of prisoners of the Burton family who 

began to move out of the ships, but it was strong enough to hammer Robin's heart and made him turn 

his head quickly towards its source. 

 

Finally, his eyes fell on the person who had just spoken... 

 

It was a saint at the top of his realm, A level 30 Saint that can lead an ancient Duke family like the 

Bradleys, but he moved as weak as a hundred year old mortal and leaned against another young man 

next to him to prevent himself from falling, he was extremely skinny and wearing nothing but torn 

pants, it looked like he hadn't eaten in ages, any little boy could count his bones and ribs just by looking 

at him 

 

His body has old traces of torture that have not yet healed, and there are even traces of direct stab 

wounds in several areas of his body... 

 

It is clear that he was left to die more than once, but he was too stubborn to die and hold on to his life 

to this day. 



 

"Caesar!!" Robin's eyes became blurry when he saw his child, everything he was doing right now was to 

see this young man again! 

 

He feared that the Flame Empire would use Caesar as a card if he started the war directly on the Flame 

Empire's continent, seeing him moving and talking again was the most important thing, revenge can 

wait. 

 

"Argh… Father… it's you… it's really you… It's..." Caesar slowly raised his slender hand and placed it on 

Robin's back, it was a simple gesture but he had extracted all the strength from his body to do it. 

 

"It's okay, you are fine now, you are fine now.." Robin finally left him and put his hands on either side of 

Caesar's head and spoke, then looked beside him at the young man on whom Caesar was leaning and 

spoke, "Thank you for looking after my son, Alfred." 

 

Alfred Marley himself was not in much better condition than Caesar, it could be said that they were 

leaning on each other, but when he heard this from Robin he forced his body to bend a little and said, " 

Please don't thank me... Your Excellency.. but please.. my family.. " 

 

Robin moved one hand off Caesar's smiling face and placed it on Alfred's shoulder, smiling, "Don't 

worry, I left them alive for you... most of them at least." 

 

"...thank you ..thank you.." Alfred was dumbfounded and happy for a few seconds, but suddenly he 

seemed to understand what *most of them* meant, probably his father and maybe all the ruling class in 

the family had been killed, but he still cried happily. At least he still had some little relatives left... 

 

He knew this day would come, and he knew that this was the best scenario that could have happened. 

 

Robin nodded and then looked back at Caesar, "Take Alfred and go rest in the forest other there, keep 

moving until you can't take another step anymore, when we are done here we'll talk more, okay?" 

 

Caesar nodded with difficulty, began to lean on Alfred, and started moving to where Robin was pointing 

 



"All of you, go after Caesar, we will bring you food and medicine in a little while." Then Robin raised his 

voice and pointed to the rest of the prisoners disembarking from the ships to the left of the shore, 

where they all walked in that direction slowly and weakly as if they were zombies... 

 

The Sage of the Flame Empire waited a few minutes until the last prisoner came out of the ship and 

vacated the area and then spoke, "Are you pleased now?" 

 

Robin nodded, still watching Caesar move and the rest to safety, "I must admit, I was pretty much 

expecting you wouldn't bring in any prisoners, but it looks like you guys are not completely stupid... At 

least there's someone wise among you." 

 

"Hmph! We, the Great Flame Empire, are so glad we got rid of the burden of feeding all those scum for 

free." The sage spoke in exasperation, evidently hating what was happening now. 

 

When Robin heard this, a provocative smile appeared on his face, but he didn't say anything, he merely 

waved his hand. 

 

*Bam Bam* 

 

The Giant White Flame Demon and Nihari demons stepped aside, clearing the way for the Flame Empire 

hostages to move forward. 

 

"You don't have to be afraid of anyone, come on board!" The sage declared loudly and pointed behind 

him 

 

The hostages advanced very slowly, as happened with the prisoners of the Burton family and the Rune 

Masters, not because of injuries and hunger, but because of fear... 

 

These Man-eating creatures... those winged beasts... The giant White Flame Demon... And Finally, That 

MONSTER that was commanding all these creatures! 

 

Everything they have seen over the past six months has made them terrified of every single detail 

around them! 



 

*taa taa* 

 

After the hostages passed the two rows of demons on either side, they started speeding up little by little 

and started entering the ships closest to them, happy as if they had taken permission to get out of Hell 

to Heaven! 

 

The empire's 90 sages who had shown themselves so far descended and greeted their children and 

grandchildren with smiles and then told them to enter the ships with the rest quickly. 

 

 In less than a quarter of an hour, the ten thousand teenagers were all inside the ships with no problems 

 

Then the level 40 sage of the Flame Empire in charge gave the orders, and he and the sages began to 

push the ships back until they reached the water again, then they turned them to face the other 

direction, and began to move away slowly from the sandy shore. 

 

Without saying another word, the exchange was successful. 

 

But there was something strange about the atmosphere... It didn't ease one bit. 

 

Neither the Demons seemed to rest, nor Robin went after Caesar and the rest to check on their affairs... 

 

They all remained standing in their places like statues, eyeing the imparting ships like they are waiting 

for something... 

 

"Master…." Demon Kind Sakar came from behind Robin and spoke, "About Those that were hidden 

inside the ships…." 

 

Sakar and the rest of the Demons in general caught the scent of other individuals who had not come out 

of the ships with the Burton prisoners, large numbers of them, and most importantly... they were all 

extremely strong. 

 



"I know, stay alert," Robin spoke without much emotion. 

Chapter 332 Dome 

Robin didn't *smell* anyone, but his soul sense was simply too broad and subtle, before the ships even 

reached the shore he knew the numbers of everyone in it and their strength level... 

 

The sages who had just appeared were nothing compared to those hiding inside the ships! 

 

"If we attacked first while they are still in their ships, we will have the advantage..." Sakar spoke again 

 

Robin took a long inhale and then spoke, " Robin Burton doesn't back on his promises, no matter how 

much I hate them I'll keep my word until the last minute... just wait until they start moving." 

 

"..." Sakar didn't add a word, just gave a slight bow and returned to his position 

 

Everyone kept looking towards the horizon as the ships started to disappear little by little, some of the 

demons even though it was a false alarm and began to relax. 

 

But at that moment... 

 

"ATTAAAACK!!" 

 

A loud shout came from the horizon and then huge numbers of people came out of the ships, flying, and 

began to move back towards the shore in a hurry! 

 

"What's going on..?!"  

 

"A trap! It's a trap!!" 

 

The Saints and Sages of the Life Legion were shocked when they saw so many flying humans coming out 

of the ships and coming towards them... 



 

They didn't have noses as powerful as Demons nor did they have an extremely precise soul sense like 

Robin, seeing what was happening now was a huge shock to them. 

 

"Hahaha Robin Burton, You really thought you could match the Great Flame Empire? It's time for you to 

pay the price for your arrogance!" The level 40 sage who commanded the fleet before shouted loudly 

and was coming flying from afar, not alone... 

 

Robin moved his eyes steadily, watching all those experts coming towards him, all those people who 

wanted to kill him... 

 

There were little more than 400 sages and ten thousand saints. 

 

He quietly inserted his spiritual sense into his voice ring and sent, "I think I'll need you here soon." This 

message was for Jabba... 

 

Days had passed since Jabba left to meet the fleet coming from the Ancestral Continent on the southern 

shore, he knew that Jabba was aware of the seriousness of the situation and would bring them as soon 

as possible, so he hadn't contacted him since he left, but now... 

 

At about the same moment a message from Jabba arrived, "In one hour we will be in front of you." 

 

Robin took a deep inhale when he heard this, then took out his spiritual sense from the Voice Ring and 

inserted it into the Space Ring, and immediately a long plain black spear appeared in his hand. 

 

Then Robin raised his spear unleashing his aura, a level 27 Saint, and shouted loudly, "Start the 

defensive formation we have trained on in the last few months, we have to hold out for one hour and 

victory will be ours!" 

 

"YES!!" 

 

The Demons split immediately and advanced, 180 of them made an extremely tight circle with one's 

shoulder touching the other's shoulder, and the remaining 20 stood in the middle of the circle. 



 

Then the Life Legion members jumped over their Dracos one by one and headed toward the middle of 

the circle as well, allowing the Dracos to fly out of danger. 

 

Robin also jumped and entered the tight circle, standing in a defensive position. 

 

"Hahahaha, hiding behind those filthy creatures won't protect you from us!!" The captain of the fleet of 

the Flame Empire shouted, then raised his sword and set it on pale yellow fire, then lowered it to the 

head of the Demon closest to the shore. 

 

*BOOOOOOM* 

 

"..EH?" 

 

The scene that the level 40 sage imagined did not happen, the body of the Demon did not fly away and 

his body was not cremated by his flames... 

 

The Demon only raised his arm before the sword hit his head, and used a small crimson shield on his 

arm to stop the sword.. the shield wasn't scratched and the Demon's arm didn't retreat an inch! 

 

Sakar, the most powerful Demon King, armed with crimson divine shields scattered all over his body, 

was not an easy opponent to bully. 

 

"IMPOSSIBLE!!" The Level 40 sage shouted when he saw this and backed away before a counter punch 

from the Demon, if this Demon can stop his sword strike as if they were in a training session surely it has 

the ability to fight him as an equal! 

 

When the rest of the Saints and Sages of the Flame Empire saw this, they also reduced their speed and 

contented themselves with surrounding the circle instead of attacking directly. 

 

The first contact was enough to break the momentum of the Flame Empire's forces. 

 



"What are you waiting for?! attack in full force!!" The commander of the imperial forces shouted 

 

"HEEEYYAAAAAAA!!" 

 

*SHWAALAAAA* 

 

Thousands of Saints and hundreds of Sages started using the Major Heavenly Law of Fire at the same 

time, seas of fire appearing in the sky all ready to descend and devour Robin and his companions. 

 

*baa baa baa* 

 

But before all those attacks came down, the Flame Empire forces were surprised that a large portion of 

them had disappeared! 

 

" What is happening?!" 

 

"Where did my attack go, I put all my energy into it!!" 

 

"Robin Burton!!!!" The commander of the Flame Empire forces shouted when he saw what was 

happening in the middle of the circle 

 

Robin, whose eyes started radiating intensely with a golden glow, stabbed his spear into the air sending 

spears of energy one after the other. 

 

All the flames in the path of that energy spear disappeared as if they were not there, especially the 

attacks of the Sages of the Flame Empire were all targeted before they finished forming them! 

 

"Keep going! Burn them all!!!" One of the Sages shouted and began forming another powerful flame 

attack before it disappeared just like the previous one 

 



But no matter how hard Robin tried, he couldn't break the attacks of 400 plus sages and ten thousand 

saints, and they also knew that very well, thousands of flame seas and fire beasts landed on the 

defensive circle. 

 

A big smile appeared on the Level 40 sage's face, this kind of tightly organized attack could kill anyone 

on the planet with ease, these *Demons* and Robin Burton had no chance of surviving! 

 

He already started thinking about his report and how to tell his Emperor that he had to kill Robin Burton, 

when suddenly... 

 

*SHHOOOWWMM* 

 

At this moment a dome of white flames appeared above the defensive circle, and it blocked everything 

coming its way! 

 

"WHAT THE HELL IS THIS?!" 

 

*BOOOOOOOOOOOOOM* 

 

When the combined attacks came into contact with the dome, it lost its momentum and stopped for a 

moment, but the dome also began to fade, this kind of power was not something the Definsife Dome 

that was created with the power of the 180 Demon Sages could withstand. 

 

"Now!" Zara shouted loudly when she saw this, about 200 Life Legion Saints started to inject life energy 

into the backs of the Demons who had formed the defensive ring and the dome, and the dome quickly 

started to heal again, not only that... 

 

About 20 Life Force Sages started directly injecting life energy into the dome. 

 

*VRROOOOM* 

 

The Dome started moving, creating an amazing and terrifying sight. 



Chapter 333 Half An Hour 

The dome was still rapidly eroding and becoming filled with gaps due to the many and accelerating 

attacks of the Flame Empire Saints, what is new is that the dome began to draw more energy from one 

side to repel a fierce attack coming at the other! 

 

And every time a sage from the Flame Empire tried to enter through one of the gaps, the dome closes in 

front of him immediately and block his path 

 

It appeared like a horribly torn piece of cloth that is continuously moving at a crazy speed. 

 

The Sages and Saints of the Flame Empire couldn't comprehend what was going on right in front of their 

eyes 

 

This type of extreme speed in responding to the situation was not something that the 180 Demon Sages 

could agree upon at a moment's notice... It seemed as if the dome had gained some kind of 

consciousness of its own! 

 

"We are ready." The twenty Demon Sages who remained in the center of the defensive circle shouted 

after making huge white Flame beasts, then Zara and a few other Sages of the Life Forces came and 

started injecting life energy into those lifeless Beast images. 

 

"ROOOAAAAAAARRRR!!!" 

 

The dome was partially opened and huge flame beasts were let out, their eyes reminded everyone of 

the Huge White Flame Demon that threatened their younger generation a while ago. 

 

Huge Lifelike Dragons, phoenixes, and Demons that were tens of meters high, and immediately started 

attacking the Saints of the Flame Empire! 

 

The beasts strangely started helping each other, organizing attacks, and protecting each other's backs!  

 



Immediately after the White Flame Beasts made their appearance, more than half of the Flame Empire 

Saints started to worry about them, and started to defend and try to destroy these strange conscious 

beasts... 

 

Without noticing they started fighting Fire Images and left their main mission which is attacking the 

dome! 

 

The head of the Flame Empire forces looked around, wondering where he had gone wrong for the 

situation to turn around in such a strange way! 

 

He came with the element of surprise and the overwhelming numerical advantage, but it seemed like he 

was being pulled into an attrition war?! 

 

Leaving aside what was happening with the Saints... 

 

The Flame Empire Sages were visibly eliminated from the battle because of Robin Burton's energy 

spears that destroyed every attack or defense they could master and stopped them from doing any 

helpful act! 

 

Then he looked at Robin who was still shooting spears from inside the dome with hateful eyes, he really 

wanted to rip this guy apart right now, but can't think of a way to do so, so he just clenched his fist and 

screamed, "AAAHHHHHHH!!!" 

 

*boom boom boom* 

 

"Hurry up and isolate that White Flame Beast away from the rest!" 

 

"It is so strong!!" 

 

"ROOOOAAAAARRRRR!!" 

 

A minute after minute passed and the situation did not change, not even a little. 



 

If someone tries to attack the dome from afar, Robin destroys his attack.. 

 

and if someone tries to hit it with a punch from close combat, the dome concentrates its power at that 

point and blocks him completely 

 

Of course, some attacks still descended on the dome, affecting it and tearing it to pieces at times, but 

the 180 Demon Sages backed by 180 Saints from the Life Legion continued to feed the dome and 

renovate it constantly. 

 

The Demons with the Dark Law passed their energy into the dome as well to help absorb the attacks, 

and the rest of the Demon Sages just continued to pump out their Pure Fire Energy... 

 

Outside, twenty white flame beasts were still working together to break down the Empire's army, every 

now and then a Beast would be destroyed... 

 

Technically it's just a Fire Law offensive technique combined with life energy, destroying it isn't that 

hard, but what is annoying is that when one of the beasts is destroyed Another one would come out 

from inside the dome, bringing their number back to 20 Beasts! 

 

"What are you doing? Can't you destroy a few scums from the Ancestral Continent?! What the hell is 

going on here?!" The leader of this campaign, the level 40 Sage, almost went crazy 

 

With every passing minute, many saints and even the sages of the empire are killed, dispersed, and 

forced to attack randomly, while the position of the dome and the organization of Robin Burton's forces 

remains the same since the beginning! 

 

Under the attack of 10,000 Saints and more than 400 Sages, Not one of Robin's forces has died til now! 

 

"Raphael Barnett, take your men and focus the attack on the highest point of the dome, don't bother 

with anything else!" The leader shouted as a level 39 Sage, and that Sage moved and drove with him 

more than a hundred sages and a thousand saints to above the Dome. 

 



Then the leader looked toward someone else, "Samuel Barnett, remove your men from battle and 

attack those Demons from between the spaces when the dome is torn!" 

 

"Yes!" The sage, called Samuel, responded and retreated, taking 100 sages with him away from the 

battles against the twenty beasts and surrounding the dome from below. 

 

*boom boom boom* 

 

"AAAAAHHHHHHHHHHHHH!!" 

 

All those saints and sages suddenly being pulled off from the battle put more pressure on the rest of the 

saints and sages of the empire in the face of the formation of white flame beasts and Robin's Space 

attacks, and the death rates among them rose more and more. 

 

As for the top of the dome, the intensity of the fire attacks was so high that it began to summon energy 

from the rest of its parts to cover the sky only, while below the sages of the empire began to attack the 

Demons who supplied the dome with energy. 

 

The dome was still trying to hold together, taking down a portion of the energy to protect a certain 

Demon and then pulling it back to cover the sky, but even with that, a lot of attacks started pouring 

down on the Demons bringing them into a horrible shape, had it not been for the Crimson Divine Shields 

covering their bodies, many would have already fallen. 

 

The level 40 leader laughed when he saw that penetrating the dome was a matter of time, then he 

looked toward the center of the dome, behind the curtain of white flames that comes and go every 

moment, he looked at Robin Burton and shouted, "You are just postponing your death, I have thousands 

of Saints and more than 400 Sages, how long do you think your tricks will work? Both Number and 

quality are on my side, surrender now and I will give you an easy death!" 

 

"Good speech, I will give you the same courtesy and give you this chance as well, surrender now and I 

will order for you to be killed first before they eat you, as I have seen, being eaten alive is not the best 

experience," Robin replied in a low voice, still busy with stabbing his black spear around him like a 

madman. 

 



"Hah? What do you mean?" The level 40 Sage furrowed his eyebrows, he was clearly about to kill the 

180 demons that were feeding the dome, and when that happens he will capture Robin Alive! 

 

And he is threatening him now? Is this boy who haunts the empire that delusional? 

 

At that moment Robin looked him straight in the eye with a mocking smile, "You'll find the answer on 

your left." 

Chapter 334 Reinforcements 

"Hmm?" The level 40 sage furrowed his eyebrows even more upon hearing this, his spiritual sense and 

acute hearing as a top-level sage didn't pick up anything, but out of curiosity he couldn't hold himself 

from looking to his left 

 

He found many black dots coming from afar, tens of thousands of them, he couldn't determine their 

strength levels nor See what they are, but he could see clearly how fast they were approaching him, and 

the fact that they are all flying... 

 

The sage quickly understood something and looked down to try to order a reorganization into a 

defensive position, but found nothing but a devastating mess. 

 

Reorganizing all of this would take at least a few minutes, but will those coming enemy reinforcements 

give them a few minutes? Will Robin Burton and his forces and Giant White Flame Beasts stand silent for 

a few minutes tell he organizes a full defense formation? 

 

"Hooo~" The level 40 sage finally gave out a breath of cold air, straightened his back, abandoned his 

fighting stance, and all expressions of anger and enthusiasm disappeared... 

 

"Commander, what do we do with the left side? The Giant White Flame Beasts are starting to take over 

there due to the lack of troops! ...Commander, what is your order? Commander..!!" One of the Sages of 

the Flame Empire shouted out loud, but when he didn't find a response from their leader, he looked 

around him to look for him. 

 

He found their mighty leader hanging in the air with empty eyes and straight features, it seemed as if his 

life was repeating itself before his eyes... 

 



When that sage followed his Commander's gaze path and looked toward the horizon, he found faint 

black dots, far away but fast approaching! 

 

"Oh my God..." It didn't take more than a second for that sage to realize what he was seeing and 

shouted loudly, "Reinforcements! The enemy has reinforcements coming from the southwest 

direction!!" 

 

"WHAT?!" All the Sages and Saints of the Flame Empire began to take a few steps back, leaving a space 

between them, the Dome and the White Flame Beasts, and looked in that direction. 

 

"Impossible.." 

 

"All these enemies? They are tens of thousands!!" 

 

"And they are all flying too... All of these are saints, at least?!" 

 

"WE HAVE TO GET OUT OF HERE!!" 

 

No one present from the Flame Empire was stupid, as soon as they saw the black dots on the horizon 

they knew it was time to retreat, even if they have many sages with them and still might not necessarily 

be defeated, at least a great many of them would be killed! 

 

"Get out of here? This won't be easy!" A cruel smile appeared on Robin's face and then he raised his 

hand, and the wind began to blow hard, hitting the living dome, which was made with the power of 180 

sage, and it lit up, even more, then the Sages of the Life Legion ordered the dome to change its shape to 

be like a huge sheet and move quickly 

 

The moment the Living Flame sheet supported by the Wind Major Heavenly Law moved ahead of all the 

Saints and Sages of the Flame Empire who wanted to flee toward the ocean and catch up with their 

ships, it expanded exponentially, forming a kind of firewall that blocked their way. 

 

"Tear that wall apart!!" 

 



Everyone started attacking the white wall of flame, but the same scene as before happened.. the wall 

was filled with holes quickly but no one could pass it, it was quickly repairing itself in the places they 

were trying to escape from. 

 

"DAMMIT, Let's move around it! There's no way that damn wall can stretch to infinity!!" One of the 

Elders shouted and flew up to full speed 

 

And indeed every Saint and Sage choose a different direction and started moving there at top speed in 

devastating chaos, but the fastest of them could not advance more than two hundred meters before 

finding a demon in front of him. 

 

*BAAA!!* 

 

Everyone who tried to escape from the sides or above immediately encountered the Demon and the Life 

Legion Sages to send them back down. 

 

"The Giant White Flame Beasts have arrived behind us!!" 

 

*BOOOM* 

 

The 20 monsters also finally caught up with the rest and started attacking the Saints in organized 

formations again. 

 

One of the Elders from the Flame Empire looked around like a madman.. the situation had flipped in an 

instant. 

 

A while ago, they were besieging Robin and those with him, and now in the blink of an eye, they were 

now surrounded on all sides without leaving any room for escape! 

 

At last, one of the Sages managed to gather whatever courage left in him and shouted loudly, trying to 

fill the now empty battlefield commander role, "Don't worry, our numbers are still much bigger, we just 

have to reorganize ourselves and--" 

 



"RAAAAOOOOOOOORRRRRRRRRRR!!!" 

 

*BOOOM* 

 

A strong roar came from a close distance that made the words of that sage stand in his throat, and then 

a punch fell into his face that made his teeth go down his throat next to his words! 

 

The enemy reinforcements have arrived!! 

 

 "Commander, help us! Commander!!" 

 

"AAAAAHHHHHHHH!!!" 

 

As for the level 40 Sages commander of The Flame Empire forces, his eyes were roaming around silently 

watching what was happening without saying a word or moving a finger... 

 

Since he saw the black dots coming in the beginning he anticipated this end, no matter what they did, it 

was impossible to escape... 

 

*swoosh* 

 

*swoosh* 

 

The leader of the Flame Empire forces looked next to him as he felt a thick killing intent, and found two 

Demons looking at them like hungry dogs looking at the most delicious piece of meat in the world. 

 

"Heh~" When the commander of the Flame Empire forces saw this, he looked down toward Robin and 

spoke, "Is there no other way?" 

 



"Did you give any other way to Jura when you had the advantage?" Robin spoke softly and then looked 

at the two Demons, "Sakar, Moren, leave a piece for your brothers, they hadn't tasted a level 40 Sage 

before." 

 

"RAAAAAOOOOOOOOORRRRR!" The two goblins roared with full force and attacked the commander of 

the Flame Empire's forces at the same time 

 

"Come then, I will show you what it means to be a top level sage!!" Finally, some fighting intent 

appeared in the eyes of the leader of the Flame Empire forces, and pale yellow flames began to fly from 

all over his body. 

 

The fight was much more intense than the two Demon Kings Sakar and Moren expected, after the first 

quarter of an hour of fighting, Moren received a serious injury that made him retreat, but the end result 

did not change much... 

 

3 other Demon Kings replaced Moren and attacked the commander of the Flame Empire forces 

together, in a four-on-one battle, after this point there was not much of a room to struggle anymore, 

and the commander of the Flame Empire forces quickly turned into a meal. 

 

And not him alone. 

 

Within one hour of the reinforcements arriving, the beautiful eastern shore of the Central Continent had 

turned a deep red. 

Chapter 335 At The Shore 

"AAARRGHHHHH…" 

 

"No, No, take me a prisoner, I can be useful! NOOO---" 

 

The waters of the eastern shore of the Central Continent turned deep red with blood, and the sand and 

rocks were replaced by torn guts and severed limbs. 

 

Bodies are scattered everywhere as far as the eye can see, and not just human corpses... 

 



Crimson corpses with deformed horns strewn all over the shore, the number of slain Demons is actually 

not that far off compared to the number of the Empire's troops! 

 

Although the Empire's forces had never entered a real war in their entire lives, they had enough time to 

train in different martial formations and the basics of martial arts! 

 

Although the individual strength was overwhelming on the side of the Demons and even the numbers 

were in favor of the Demons after the reinforcements arrived, the offensive formations And the defense 

of the Empire's forces, and the meticulous cooperation among them killed the Demons by the 

thousands! 

 

But this did not do them much good in the end... None of the saints and sages were left standing on 

their feet, everyone who fought was killed, and everyone who tried to escape died or was seriously 

injured. 

 

And now the wounded are being searched for and wiped out. 

 

Demons walked around soul sensing and sniffing anyone who is still breathing from the Empire's forces 

and then they deal a fatal blow, cutting off their heads or piercing their hearts... 

 

There are only 20 individuals tied to the side as Robin was passing in front of them and holding their 

heads one by one... 

 

Except for those 20 Sages, the Demons had permission to kill everyone else. 

 

"Amon, why the delay? You should have arrived at least ten days ago, if you were late by one more day, 

we might have all been dead by now!" Robin spoke angrily while holding Sage's head when a High-level 

Demon Sage landed beside him 

 

Amon deeply bowed and spoke, "I apologize for the delay, Amon realizes his mistake and waits for 

punishment." 

 

"No need for this, I know you will not be late for no reason, what happened?" Robin asked again 



 

"AAAAAAAHHHHHHHHHHHH!!" The sage in Robin's hands began to scream loudly and sob blood 

 

"It's the sea beasts," Amon stiffened his back and spoke, "They are much more powerful than your 

Excellency expected, on our way we encountered hundreds of them, not a few of them were at the top 

of the Sage Realm as well, we didn't lose any ship but we had to slow down or even come to a complete 

stop a few times along the way, and we lost quite a few Demons on the way... Of course, your Excellency 

can't be wrong, we think it was the size of the large fleet that drew them towards us and made that 

change." 

 

Jabba then stepped in, " it's true I saw the ships when they arrived, all our ships were partially damaged, 

and one of them will sink if it receives another attack, they must have suffered a lot in their way here," 

 

Robin furrowed his eyebrows slightly and let the last Sage slip out of his hand after he died, "But the 

ships of the Flame Empire are worse than ours and yet all our prisoners have arrived safely and it 

doesn't look like one of the Flame Empire ships has been much damaged on the way here!? .... AHAAA! 

So this is why I read in the memories of one of the Sages that the Flame Empire patrols the ocean 

between their continent and the central continent every now and then, this must be to kill the sea 

beasts that approach the surface between the two continents... 

 

If this is it.. the oceans between the Central Continent and the Continents of the Four Empires are 

considered relatively safe to navigate due to those permanent patrols, but the ocean around the 

Ancestor Continent has been filled with those beasts for tens of thousands of years... It was really a 

miscalculation by me, I put you in a bad position.. I apologize for this." 

 

"What are you saying, Your Excellency? Even if we jump to hell for you, we'll be happy." 

 

"You became good with flattering, hah? Forget it, how many Sages are in our ranks so far?" Robin flicked 

his hand as if he was holding a trash bag, then asked Amon, looking into his eyes 

 

"After the high-quality food your Excellency has recently provided us, the strength of our entire race has 

seen an unprecedented rise," Amon bowed and spoke, he was really feeling grateful with all his heart, 

"When we came to this world there were 520 Sages and 100,000 saints among us, but Currently we 

have around three thousand sages and two hundred thousand saints... 

 



We could not bring them all on the ships and did not want to leave your great family without protection, 

so I decided to bring only 2500 sage and 60,000 saints." 

 

"Good, very good... According to those individuals' memories, we have now killed about 400 Sages on 

the shore, this is in addition to all those we have killed in the Ancestral Continent, we have eliminated 

almost a third of the Empire's forces… Half of the numbers of the Demon Troops you just mentioned will 

be more than enough." Robin rubbed his chin and looked around 

 

*swoosh* 

 

"Can any of you tell me what's going on here? All of these are experts from the Flame Empire, right? 

Amon you bastard didn't you say we won't be going to the Flame Empire Continent..? !" Billy landed 

next to Robin and Amon and started asking questions 

 

"What are you doing here?!" Robin asked when he saw Billy, then looked toward Amon, Who raised his 

shoulders in reply. 

 

"You are going to war because of us, how can I sleep at home and let you do everything on your own? if 

not for the fact that I knew about it too late I would have summoned the whole Burton forces to join 

me!" Billy replied in announce 

 

"Alright Alright, make yourself at home, I guess... Amon didn't lie to you, we are now in Central 

Continent," Robin replied 

 

"The Central Continent...?" Billy holding his eyebrows 

 

"Yes, it is a continent that lies between all the other continents in this planet.. after the emergence of 

the first two empires in the East and the West and their agreement to set up mutual activities in the 

continent between them, the next two Emperors avoided occupying this continent as well so as not to 

anger anyone unnecessarily and gathered around it in their search, And so the Central Continent 

continued to be the heart of the world and at the same time being severely uninhabited." Robin 

explained as he saw it in the memories of some sages and saints, "Anyway, We were here to set up a 

prisoner exchange with the Flame Empire, and the exchange has worked brilliantly!" 

 



"Did It really succeed?" Billy was astonished and looked around. What part of this massacre is a 

success?! 

 

Robin smiled a sweet smile and said, "Come after me.." Then he flew north. 

 

"..." Billy followed him silently and with a look filled with questioning, then Jabba and Amon flew behind 

them. 

Chapter 336 Meeting Again 

The flight of the four: Robin, Billy, Amon, and Jabba continued for a few minutes until Billy finally began 

to see that there were humans hiding under the trees in the woods in front of them, and he started 

narrowing his eyes in focus. 

 

"Caesar?! Marcus, Phil... Oh my God, even Johnna and Sarah are here?! We thought you guys were 

dead!!" Billy went crazy with joy when he got close enough and the features of a few individuals in front 

of him finally started to become clear 

 

Since Jura City fell and after every major battle against the forces of the Flame Empire or the forces of 

the Eight Kingdoms, Billy had to take his forces and withdraw quickly without looking behind them, they 

literally ran for their life, and whoever fall behind, then it's his destiny. 

 

Only when they reached a safe place again did they start counting their numbers and considering 

everyone who wasn't there among the dead... But it turns out that a large part of them was imprisoned! 

 

These are his brothers and friends whom he fought alongside for many years, and there are thousands 

of them here!! 

 

"Uncle Billy..." 

 

"Hehe.. hee... It's the General.." 

 

Everyone smiled when they heard this familiar voice, some of them started trying to lean on the tree 

trunks to stand out of respect for Billy and Robin, even Caesar leaned on Prince Alfred and also stood 

with difficulty. 



 

"You all.. you all are okay?! This is awesome!!" Billy quickly landed among his men and began to move 

between them quickly trying to see as many old faces as possible, "I can't imagine the reaction of the 

rest of the guys when they know you are all alive haha!!" 

 

Robin rolled his eyes at the overly excited Billy and landed smiling in front of Caesar, "The battle is over, 

you don't have to hide here anymore." 

 

"Thank you, Father... our weakness and the fact that we were captured alive is what got you into this 

situation and made you fight the forces of the Flame Empire," Caesar spoke in a weak voice, "Now that 

we are freed, we all will support you until we take our revenge on the Flame Empire and eliminate all 

their forces at Jura!" 

 

"YEEEEES!!" 

 

"Yes, Your Excellency, please lead us to victory again!" 

 

"It's time to get our Jura back!!" 

 

"We will fight to the death! I will not allow myself to be imprisoned ever again!!" 

 

After hearing Caesar's words, the rest of the prisoners began to raise their voices and shout after him... 

Most of them still couldn't stand still, but they did start declaring their intention to fight again to the 

death! 

 

"You guys don't need to concern yourself with this anymore, Jura, no.. the entire Ancestral Continent 

has already been cleaned up," Robin said with a smile on his face 

 

"...Hah?" 

 

"What was this..?" 

 



The air suddenly froze, and thousands of prisoners stopped shouting, and even breathing, for a 

moment... 

 

Everyone present here was either a member of one of the four special legions or a Rune Master, all of 

them had high cultivation levels and fairly powerful spirits, yet the impact of the words on them was 

extremely severe... 

 

The ancestral Continent has been cleaned!! 

 

What do these words mean to me? They were tens of thousands of Saints yet Jura fell, they were tens of 

thousands of Saints yet they were being chased around like stray dogs everywhere, but Robin had 

already *cleaned* the entire Ancestral Continent without their help? 

 

"Haha you heard right, there is no longer any danger to us in the Ancestral Continent right now, 

although Robin used extremely severe methods that need to reflect about, there really is no longer any 

threat to us in the entire continent!" 

 

"YEEEEAAAAAAAHHH!!" 

 

"HAHAHA, THAT'S GREAT." 

 

*sniffs* "Good... Good..." 

 

Shouts began to rise among everyone again, but this time out of relief...  Some of them even sat 

helplessly in their place, crying. 

 

They had already lost all hope in their little cells back in the Flame Empire Continent, quite a number of 

them already committed suicide, and the rest only kept themselves breathing because they were afraid 

that the Flame Empire would go out to hunt their brothers and families in full force to replace them. 

 

Ever since they arrived at this strange place that they had to travel to by ships and saw their spiritual 

leader, Robin Burton again, some hope began to light up in their chests, but they were nervous about 

the outcome of the battle that they hear echoing from afar, and even if they have absolute faith that 



Robin would win, they still hade to think about how to return to their homes and get it back in their 

current miserable condition... 

 

Only now is their joy complete! 

 

"Then... can we go back now to Jura?" asked Caesar with a big smile that appeared in his eyes. 

 

After all the suffering he and his companions went through, returning home and spending a normal day 

with three meals and a cup of warm drink became a heaven in itself... 

 

"Hmm? Of course not…." Robin shook his head, "I sacrificed many months and came to Central 

Continent to get you out of the Continent of the Flame Empire before I attacked it... I was afraid that if 

the Flame Empire attacked, they would use you as a hostage to threaten me or just directly kill you and 

the rest of the prisoners when they know the war is coming to an end to hurt me, now at last I can 

continue forward with a clear mind." 

 

"Central Continent… Attacking the Flame Empire Continent?! Father, do you know the number of Sages 

and saints in the Flame Empire? Do you know about their defensive formations and their impregnable 

city walls? Did you put our condition in mind when you thought about this? I can't believe I'm going to 

ask about this, but have you studied this decision well..? Don't let your emotions control a decision of 

this magnitude, we can wait for our revenge." Caesar's mind seemed to be unable to analyze everything 

he had heard, the Flame Empire simply becoming an enormous barrier in his mind and all the Burtons 

after what they saw of them 

 

"Tsk~ Don't worry, your father undoubtedly has forces capable of attacking the Flame Empire and 

winning, especially after the big feast they are having at the shore right now..." Billy spoke in annoyance 

when he remembered how the demons had rapidly increased their strength during the last year. 

 

"The Demons.. the red-horned creatures? what are those anyway?" Caesar asked, looking toward Amon. 

 

Robin smiled upon hearing this and patted Caesar's shoulder, "They are allies, that's all you need to 

know... now Just rest here you and the rest of the heroes who were captured with you, I can't send you 

now to the Ancestral Continent right now because in your condition you can't stand the battles and 

collisions against the sea beasts lying between Central Continent and Ancestor Continent, 

 



There is a small town near here, which is the eastern gathering point for the observers and the kids of 

the four Empires to go rest and resupply, you all will feel comfortable there, just rest there and don't 

worry about anything else... I will stay here with you for a few weeks until I make sure that the 

environment is good for you and until all the unwanted leave the continent, then I will go on a short trip 

with the demons." 

 

"Short trip? Where to...?" Caesar furrowed his eyebrows upon hearing this 

 

"To destroy, of course." 

Chapter 337 Get Out! 

A few hours later-- In the prison camp-- The middle of the Central Continent 

 

"Dammit, how long are we going to stay in this situation? Why do I have to sleep on the floor like 

beggars? I'm a third class prince for f*ck sack!!" 

 

"You should have listened to my words and started the riot when that bastard left with most of his 

Demon soldiers, there were only ten Demons left to guard and register the attendance, but you all are 

cowards and refuse to fight!" 

 

"Shut up, who knows where they have gone? They may be sitting on the other side of the valley waiting 

for us to make a mistake, what are we going to do then?" 

 

"Or maybe he is already too far away and we have a golden chance to escape!!" 

 

"Enough already, I waited and stayed alive for months in this situation, I don't want to revolt and get 

myself killed now, I'll stay where I am!" 

 

Small conversations like this have been breaking out every now and then for over a week, since Robin 

gathered the prisoners of the Flame Empire and lead them towards the east with most of his troops. 

 

Several small rebellions did indeed initiate after Robin's departure against the remaining ten demons, 

but each time the initiator of the rebellion failed to rally the rest of the prisoners to join him, he and his 

few associates were easily killed by the demons. 



 

Almost 7 months have passed since their gathering in this valley, they saw during this period that the 

demons did not attack them without reason and that Robin actually allowed them to go out, train, and 

hunt at their convenience, so why are they trying to escape and risk getting themselves killed after all 

this period? 

 

An forget about all of that, the threat that their ships might have been destroyed or under strong guard 

has chained their legs even more, what would they do after killing the ten demons and escaping from 

the valley when they don't have the means to get out of the continent? disperse throughout the Central 

Continent and pray they wouldn't be found again? 

 

Who captured them for the first time is able to capture them again. 

 

"Hmm? Look up!" 

 

It was unknown who gave the shout, but all the prisoners from the Sacred Tree, Wind, and Water 

Empires looked up and saw a Draco flying in their direction and approaching quickly, and scrutinizing the 

one sitting above it... He was the one who shocked them all with his abilities, and the Chief of the 

Crimson Demons, Robin Burton. 

 

As for the ten Demons, they assembled in a row and bowed in full before the oncoming Draco and 

shouted in the language of the Nihari, "We salute our Lord Robin, and we salute general Jabba." 

 

Robin nodded at them and then continued flying until he reached a point in front of the prisoners where 

they could all see him, then took a few steps until he stood on top of the Draco for all to see, and started 

looking left and right below him, slowly passing his half-dead eyes on each one of the prisoners 

 

Then, he spoke using the secondary Sound Law, "The hostage exchange with the Flame Empire has been 

completed successfully, you no longer have to stay here, your ships have been released, today you can 

go back to where you came." 

 

"YEEEEEESS!!" 

 

"Haha, excellent, it's good that the Flame Empire was smart enough and made the exchange happen." 



 

"Heeeh~ It's good that we didn't listen to that bastard and started another rebellion." One of the girls 

said to her colleagues 

 

"Silence!" Robin's voice raised again, catching everyone and dropping their hearts at their feet, then he 

continued, "When I said you are leaving today I mean what I said, today start collecting your bullshit and 

look for your hidden friends, those who we couldn't find and take them and everything with you, 

starting today I'll give you one week to Gather everything that belongs to your Empires and all your men 

and get out of Central Continent... After a week, I will kill anyone who stays here, okay?" 

 

"This...?" 

 

"Won't you leave?!" 

 

Robin looked beside his eyes at the person who asked, "Leave to where? This continent is mine now, go 

back to training in your yards, you don't seem to benefit a lot from training here anyway." 

 

"EH?!" Shock and some anger and frustration swept the 30,000 prisoners at once, but no one dared to 

say a word. 

 

"One more thing." Robin continued, "I want to meet your Emperors, they should come to Ancestral Land 

as soon as possible, that's an order." 

 

"You... do you realize what you are saying? didn't you do enough?!" None of the sages of the Sacred 

Tree Empire could control himself and his voice 

 

Even without the ORDER, the three Emprores would be extremely angry when they know about what 

has been going on here! 

 

They are obviously unaware of what Robin is doing or they would have sent their armies already to the 

Central Continent! 

 



Robin ignored the question and continued as if he hadn't heard it, "Tell them what I tell you... the Flame 

Empire is finished, and now I will devote myself to dealing with the rest of the *Powers* in my world, no 

one will be left alone to do what he wishes after today. 

 

Tell them that they have two choices. Either they come to me peacefully and be obedient, and we will 

talk more about the details at that time... Or they come to me with their armies and then you will all 

taste the same thing that will happen to the Flame Empire... If this or that does not happen within one 

year from today ...I will personally come to make a visit!" 

 

The prisoners from the Empires didn't WANT to understand anything of what Robin said, and didn't 

know how to understand his announcement of *what will happen to the Flame Empire*, but they did 

understand one thing... This person wasn't joking. 

Chapter 338 Sudden Attack 

Three months later--the observation tower at the southwest coast of the Continent of the Flame Empire 

 

"Hmm? There are ships on the horizon!" A saint suddenly shouted, attracting the attention of the rest 

 

Some of the knights and saints left playing cards and the bottles of wine in their hands and came to 

watch the ships joyfully, while the rest remained lazy, playing and drinking as if they had heard nothing. 

 

Guarding the coasts of an Imperial continent is one of the most boring jobs in the world... It's the job 

that all the lazy dream about, and to which those who anger a senior official are exiled. 

 

There are dedicated teams that come to kill all the beasts in the area from time to time, and there is no 

danger of invasion from other nations since the four empires respect each other and there is absolutely 

no need to fight, this place is always quiet and boring to the point of madness! 

 

Their only benefit is to help load the ships every once in a while if they contain goods, and perhaps if a 

stray beast appears, they will delay it until a few sages arrive to kill it... But even these are very rare 

events! 

 

"Hmmm~ It's our ships, looks like the ones that left 6 months ago." 

 



"They must have successfully completed the mission, whatever that was…" 

 

"they were taking many prisoners with them, I think they got them to the central continent to use as 

living targets?" 

 

"Let's not talk about something we don't fully get or we might get in trouble, the important thing is that 

today we are going to finally have some movement at the coast haha, report to the officials!" 

 

"What are you waiting for? Let's receive them!!" 

 

"... Guys, I also see flying black dots coming from afar." 

 

"They must be migratory birds, don't worry about them, let's go!" 

 

Without saying another word a large number of Saints began to fly towards the incoming Flame Empire 

fleet excitedly, even some of the knights who could not fly jumped out of their places and went to stand 

at the edge of the shore to have a clearer view. 

 

"Haah~" one of the people at the top of the watchtower yawned before moving the chess piece in front 

of him forward, "Those idiots... newbies always act like excited little ducklings." 

 

"Hehehe they still think they'd rise up ranks if they acted enthusiastically and work well, we are the high-

ranking officers but so what? We are still sitting here drinking and eating all day like pigs..." The man in 

front of him laughed sarcastically before moving the chess piece as well. 

 

"You are right.. my ass is starting to hurt from sitting in this place." The first man scratched his head and 

spoke, "In recent years a lot of sages and saints have disappeared from the continent, rumors say they 

are going to Ancestral Continent, why don't we look into it and go with them?" 

 

Another person in the room overheard their conversation and turned quickly, "If you succeed, take me 

with you!!" 

 



"Oh, I don't know, Churchill, they haven't said why they have been going there for all these years, that is 

enough to know that it was a secret mission of the pure-blooded royals only. If we volunteered, we 

would probably get humiliated or have some pay cuts." 

 

"What is the problem if we try? The Ancestral Continent is a desolate place that no one cares about, 

everyone who went there must now enjoy open-killing training among these sheep and loot whatever 

treasures and minerals they want... Although everyone in the ancestor continent is weak and their 

resources are depleted, I prefer to take that chance than still sit here and dream about it!" cried the 

saint, Churchill, and then looked at someone else standing by the window, "What do you think, Mr. 

Muller? You are the strongest and most experienced of us, why don't you lead this request for us all? we 

have served here long enough." 

 

"Soooooof~" the sage called Muller took a sip from his drink and then replied a few seconds later, 

"Concentrate on the task we have now, then I'll listen to your words later, the ships are about to 

approach the Harbor, prepare to help unload them." 

 

"Alright Alright~" Churchill stood up and began stretching, "Huh~ come on guys let's finish this off, and 

you fat bastard, I will win this game for sure when we get back! hehe." 

 

"Hah? IN YOUR DREAMS ---" 

 

*BOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOM* 

 

*Boom Boom Boom Boom* 

 

"AAAAAAAHHHHHHHHHHHHHH!!" 

 

"WHA- WHAT HAPPENED?!" Saint Churchill and the rest fell to the ground due to the shock of a 

powerful energy wave 

 

*BAA* 

 



The only Sage in the room, Sage Muller, was the only one left standing after getting hit by the shock 

wave, but even though, he let his cup fall to the ground and opened his eyes to the end 

 

He was physically fine but appeared like he could not move a muscle. 

 

The men stood and began to move towards the window and look towards the source of the explosion 

sound, and the surprise was... 

 

"The fleet... the fleet is burning!!" 

 

"What are those winged beasts flying above the fleet? Did they cause the explosion?" 

 

*BOOOOOOOOOOM* 

 

For the second time an intense explosion occurred, but this time everyone saw the source, a crimson-

colored creature with long white hear and long spiral horns standing above a four-winged beast sent a 

giant white flame ball toward one of the ships, splitting it in half and sending it straight to the seabed. 

 

About 400 Dracos started floating around the fleet of the Flame Empire, attacking it at once, all the 

saints who came joyfully to meet the fleet have turned into corpses, leaving only the ships and those in 

them waiting to be charred and drowned with no mean to defend themselves whatsoever 

 

Ten thousand young men and women began to jump into the water to escape the hell on the ships, but 

it seemed that they jumped out of the frying pan into the fire. 

 

The intense heat from the attacks of the major heavenly law of fire from several high-leveled Demon 

Sages turned the cold ocean water into a huge cooking pot, the water reached boiling point and 

everyone who fell into it shriveled and died instantly! 

 

"DEVILS..!!" 

 

"Is this.. is this the power of a high-level sage!?" 



 

"We… we are under attack… the Flame Empire is under attack!!" One of the saints finally understood 

what was going on and looked toward his commander, "Mr. Muller, what do we do now? ...Mr. Muller?" 

 

"...Escape before they find us." Sage Muller muttered and jumped out of the window, then flew deep 

into the land, in the opposite direction of what is happening. 

 

"DAMMIT... Follow him! We can't do anything with those Red Devils!!" Churchill also shouted and flew 

after him, and the rest of the high-level Saints followed him as well 

 

*ROOOAAAAAAARRRRRR* 

 

But their joy of escaping did not last long, ten Draco Beasts quit attacking the fleet and quickly headed 

towards them, the speed of the Draco was frightening and quickly began to reduce the distances 

between them 

 

"What do you want from us? LEAVE US ALONE!!" 

 

"GO INTO DEFRENT DIRICTIONS!!" 

 

"HELP!!" 

Chapter 339 Over My Dead Body 

*KRRRR* 

 

*baa baa baa* 

 

About an hour after the Draco Legion's attack, dozens of black metallic ships arrived at the shore of the 

Flame Empire Continent, and their passengers began to descend to the shore one after another... 

 

The thing is... For the first time in thousands of years, the ships that anchored near the shore did not 

look like the ships of the Flame Empire, and the passengers descending from them certainly didn't look 

like humans. 



 

*deep Inhale* 

 

"Hooo~ I have been waiting for this moment for a whole year, we finally arrived at the Flame Empire 

Continent," Robin spoke and looked around 

 

"The next fight will not be easy." Jabba walked up from behind Robin and stood to his right and spoke 

with furrowed eyebrows, "You have seen for yourself how they fight in Central Continent, whether we 

win or lose, our losses will still be immense." 

 

"Hmph, lose? there will be no war to lose, but a massacre, Amon assures victory!" Amon came when he 

heard these words of Jabba, stood to Robin's left, and replied 

 

Robin showed a half smile, "Whether it's a tough fight or a one-sided massacre, it's something we have 

to do and it's inevitable.. begin the preparations." 

 

Amon and Jabba nodded, and returned to supervise the docking of the ships and the organization of the 

landing of the soldiers. 

 

Leaving Robin slowly looking around. 

 

The water that turned red from the abundance of blood is still boiling and evaporating, spreading the 

stench of blood, and the ocean began to throw out the charred teenage bodies on the shore... The shore 

was already filled with the bodies of the coast guards. 

 

A horrific silence took over the place... 

 

The Demons are silent as usual, although most of them have learned to speak, they still maintain their 

quiet nature unless a need arises, some looking for something to eat and some helping to dock the 

ships, but everything went on without saying a word... 

 

Of course, at the side of the imperial troops, the silence was more apparent, for the dead do not usually 

speak, and none of them remains alive... not even a single one left for a soul search. 



 

Robin could only hear the waves of the sea, so he ignored the rotten smell of blood and closed his eyes, 

trying to imagine his next step carefully. 

 

"No No NOOO!! ..most of them are kids, just kids!! ...F*CK OFF YOU FILTHY DEMON, I WON'T LET YOU 

EAT THIS GIRL!!" A desperate cry suddenly came from Billy, interrupting the prevailing calm, "Robin, 

what's going on here? Did you know that everyone on the ships were kids?!" 

 

Robin opened his eyes and looked toward the source of the voice and spoke, "Of course, I held them as 

hostages before to exchange with Caesar and the others, but the Flame Empire broke the agreement 

first and attacked us as you saw. 

 

I should have sent the Drako fleet and sank them all then and there, however, I was generous enough 

and allowed them to go back and see their home and even communicate with a few Saints from the 

Flame Empire, with that I had completed my part of the deal even though they brock it, what's the 

problem with that? Secondly, the death of these teenagers is only the beginning, no one will be left alive 

on this continent when I'm done with it." 

 

"...Huh? Do you know what you are saying? I heard that the Imperial Family of the Flame Empire is 

estimated between one or two million members, and they took families from the Ancestral Continent 

with them to serve them and work for them, those numbering at least tens of millions… You said that 

you want to kill everyone? Even servant families ?" Billy quickly moved toward Robin when he heard his 

words, leaving the body of the girl he was protecting exposed to the bites of the Demon who had been 

waiting anxiously. 

 

Robin furrowed his eyebrows when he heard this and replied, "Didn't they kill our women and children 

also when they entered Jura? Didn't they kill the women and children of the families who were living 

peacefully in our lands? How could this be any different? Are our blood red and theirs golden?" 

 

"It was a war, they killed a large number of us but they also enslaved many more, and they foxed on Jura 

and Ignored all the other cities and villages in our Dukehom, during the past months we have managed 

to gather about 30,000 members of the Burton family from across the Ancestral Continent, they are safe 

now in the capital of the Black Sun, that is how things work! 

 

I understand we have to respond and get our revenge ten folds by crippling their forces so that we can 

have some peace in the future, but you must at least leave the innocents alive, you must set red lines for 



yourself!! But talking about killing everyone from the Imperial Family…? this is crazy!" Bailey spoke 

quickly, trying to change Robin's mind with all his might, 

 

Then suddenly looked back when he heard a chewing sound and shouted, "I said f*ck off you son of a 

bitch from the girl's corpse or I will break your head!!" 

 

"Kill all members of the imperial family? Of course, I won't do that.." Robin shook his head 

 

"Phew~" Billy let out a long exhale when he heard this and put his hand on Robin's shoulder, "Good... I 

knew there was still good in you." 

 

"Good in me? It's done Billy, no need to talk more about it, I will not only kill the imperial family 

members but all the servant families as well, I don't in a disturbance in my future, the flame empire 

page will be closed forever after I'm done with it." Robin spoke with heavy killing intent, and then 

looked at Amon behind Billy, "Are you done? Can we move now?" 

 

"At your command at any time," Amon spoke confidently, behind him tens of thousands of Demons 

were standing in order, all looking at Robin with flames burning in their eyes, anxiously awaiting the 

signal to advance towards their next big meal. 

 

Since coming to this world their strength witnessed an explosive speed, after every big war all of them 

get to eat enough to raise their power, there is no problem if many of them were destined to die 

because whoever is left alive will become stronger, and their race has a high productive cycle anyway! 

 

Power, Glory, Serving their benefactor, this war is giving them everything they can hope for! 

 

Fight FIGHT FIIIGHHTT!!!! 

 

*BAAA* 

 

All of sudden all the momentum the Demons gathered was shattered by a left-hooked punch from Billy 

that suddenly landed on Robin's right jaw and knocked him to the ground, their facial features turning 

from sternness and killing intent to utter astonishment as if the sky was crashing before their eyes. 



 

"Y-... Your Excellency!!" 

 

"Lord!!!" 

 

"YOU ARE DEAD!!" 

 

The likes of Amon, Moren, Sakar, and others began to rush toward Robin. 

 

"STAND BACK, none of you is to touch him!!" Robin quickly raised his hand and ordered the demons to 

stop, then turned to Billy with an angry face, ready to stand up and punch him back, but his features 

straightened out again when he raised his head and found Billy crying heartily, "You..." 

 

"If you want to pass this order... if you want to order your demons to exterminate tens of millions of 

innocent people... you must do it over my dead body!!" 

Chapter 340 Wake-Up Call 

"Have you gone mad? Have you forgotten all they did to Jura City? Has your memory been erased from 

how they killed our men and captured our women? Did you see the conditions of Caesar and the rest of 

our special forces and Rune Masters who were fortunate to be captured...? And you yourself... I gave 

you a few months to catch your breath and you have already forgotten how they chased you across the 

Ancestral Continent for more than a decade? Did you forget your friends who were killed in front of your 

eyes while fleeing from mountain to mountain like a flock of headless birds? Don't you know that they 

were the reason my-- MY…!! 

 

...forget it." Robin stood and yelled at Billy, until he reached the last sentence and then suddenly 

stopped, the anger in his eyes turning into weakness for a second. 

 

But he didn't stay in this condition for long, he ignored Billy right after and looked behind him, "Get 

ready, the people of this continent have chosen to be our enemies, today we will--" 

 

"SHUT YOUR MOUTH!!! I won't allow you to give this order!!!" Before Robin could finish his sentence, 

Billy leaped forward with his whole body like a spear and knocked Robin to the ground again. 

 



"Get away from me you crazy bastard, you think I won't hit you back?!" Robin tried to push Billy off him 

without hurting him, but he failed. 

 

"MAS--" Amon took a step forward to retain Billy until Robin finished what he wanted to say, but Jabba 

grabbed his arm before moving forward and shook his head... Amon seemed to understand something, 

and stood in his spot again, gritting his teeth. 

 

"I won't let you go until you change your mind, or kill me!" Billy shouted with tears in his eyes, then 

continued, "You want me to remember what they did to the family? How can I forget? They were all my 

responsibility! .. I still feel their souls choking me to sleep every day, AND YOU HAVE THE GUTS TO TELL 

ME TO REMEMBER?!" 

 

Billy raised one of his arms and wiped his tears, then added, "...But this was war, whoever dies will die 

and whoever is captured will wish that he died, but don't do this to the innocent, Robin, do not bear this 

guilt, if you give this command you will remain sinner for the rest of your life, you will be the worst 

evildoer the world has ever seen!" 

 

Wake up Robin, the path you choose for yourself will be erased forever, the years you spent in that cave 

will be wasted, and the world you decided to change for the better will turn into a cemetery... You are 

better than that, you are the hope of this planet, please don't be his misfortune!! 

 

*BAA* 

 

Robin punched Billy in the face, threw him aside, then stood looking at him without even trying to dust 

himself off, "The path that I've chosen for myself? Taking this path destroyed my family, destroyed the 

Ancestral Continent through me, and now I'm going to keep destroying everything until I put down some 

of the fire that is burning inside me!!" 

 

Then he looked up at the sky with eyes brimming with tears, "I wish I hadn't spent any years in the cave, 

I wish I had gone to those contests and had some slaves and gold as a reward, I wish-- I only wish that I 

had died that day without the All-Seeing appearing..." When Robin mentioned this Name he closed his 

fist tightly causing it to bleed a little, but quickly let go and looked at Billy, "This is me now, I'm going to 

pass the order and that's over, Get used to the new system or go commit suicide on your own, that's up 

to you." 

 



Then Robin turned and began to take heavy steps toward his army of Demons, although he could have 

given the order from his place. 

 

He began to inhale and exhale forcefully, but chaotically, although a person of his strength could restore 

balance to his breathing in the blink of an eye even if he spent the whole day fighting... 

 

Even Amon, who declared that he only wanted to receive orders, noticed that Robin was struggling to 

utter the words or not. He really wanted to intervene and say something, but it seemed as if the words 

he learned in all languages had escaped his memory... 

 

But Amon's inner struggle did not last long, Billy uttered words that forced Robin to stop, and forced 

everyone to open their eyes to the end of them. 

 

"Would Mila have agreed to this?" Billy shouted 

 

"…." Robin held his place for a moment, partly opening his mouth, then slowly turned his head back to 

face Billy, "You… what did you say?!" 

 

"Mila... it seems I was right.. she was a good woman," Billy spoke as he wiped the blood from his mouth 

from Robin's punch 

 

"You don't know what you are talking about," Robin responded forcefully and then looked angrily at 

Amon and the rest, all of whom quickly shook their heads to absolve themselves of being the ones who 

had told Billy. 

 

"Heh~ you don't need to be angry with them, no one told me anything but it was clear... you don't care 

about the damned family nor do you care about justice as you claim, you only care about Mila and 

Caesar, and you will not reach this state unless something happens to one of them... Billy stood up and 

continued, "I know you love her, and I know she's a good woman who didn't deserve anything wrong to 

happen to her, but whatever happened has happened and whatever you do now won't bring her back, 

please stop... stop for her." 

 

"I did this to her... AND I WILL KEEP DOING IT FOR HER! you have no right to tell me what she wants or 

doesn't want, she was my wife! MY WIFE!!" Robin turned completely and shrieked 



 

"..." Billy didn't get angry nor shocked when Robin screamed at him this way but had a very sad 

expression on his face... Only now did his assumptions confirm, Mila is gone, Tears began to flow from 

his eyes like springs with no sign of stopping. 

 

After Robin's departure to the Nihari world, Mila became fully involved in the administration of the 

Burton family, whether it was the Rune Academy, logistics, auctions, or planning for future directions 

and strategies, Mila participated in everything, and her role became even greater after the birth of 

Richard Burton, Robin's only male heir. 

 

And Billy, as the chief executive of the family and the actual patriarch who organizes everything 

personally, was dealing with Mila almost daily. It would not be an exaggeration if it was said that Billy 

knew Mila and spent more time with her than Robin ever did! 

 

But Billy's sipping eyes and saddened expression did not stop him from speaking in a choked voice, "If 

there is really was a world where the dead meet... when the day comes and you tell her that you killed 

tens millions of innocents under her name... Do you think she will be happy?" 


